Box D

Folder 82  Falconry, Fishing, Shooting

Documents of very little interest omitted below. The more interesting ones are:

A Doc 1p  "Books of special value" in Portal’s library (on birds & falconry).

A Doc 3pp  June 1970 MS tribute to A. Sinclair (Lord Thurs) written by Portal for Flight International.

T Doc 5pp  1969 "Some memories of the early Twenties" by Portal.

T Doc 3pp  May 1960 "Some impressions of salmon fishing in Quebec" by Portal.

Box X  
Folder D 3  Financial Affairs

TLS 1p  2 June 1971  Thomas Eggar & Sons to Lady Portal  Sx  Solicitors

TLS 1p  10 April 1961  T. F. Flahiff to Portal  Montreal  
[British Aluminium/Alcoa ?]

TLS 2pp  9 June 1961  "  "

ALS 2pp  6 June 1955  Portal to Lady Portal  London  
[Death of "Aunt Geralaine" & other matters]

Files of correspondence dating from 1946 - 1971 on routine financial matters - schedules of income, tax, investments, cash transfers, insurances, inheritance, wife:

Greene & Greene, Solicitors  Bury St Edmunds  (Lord Manners, Hervey, Decy)
David A Bevan, Stockbrokers  EC2
Robert Benson, Lonsdale, Bankers  EC2
C Hoare & Co, Bankers  EC4
Barclays Bank Ltd, Chichester  Sx
Hatfield Dixon Roberts Wright, Chartered Accountants  EC4
Thomas Eggar & Sons, Solicitors  Sx
Nicholl Mansel & Co, Solicitors  EC2
A & Other
1 Box containing Aluminium medallions, inscribed on reverse CBA BÂTIE COMEAU R.A. Dec. 1957, with an inscription in English & French round the inner edge; on the reverse a pattern of three trees and a fig.

1 Box containing a duplicate of the above medallion.

1 Cylindrical red box containing a parchment of the freedom of the City of London, 12 June 1946.

1 Box containing a white metal medallion dated 1835 commemorating the 1685 Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, with an inscribed parchment. Tied.

1 Box containing a dark metal medallion engraved R.A.F. No. 12 Group Sports 1919.

1 Box containing 8 aluminium medallions, issued by the British Aluminium Co. Ltd. Dated respectively 1907, 1929 and 1957.

1 Box containing a Coronation Medal in aluminium, 2 June 1953.
1 Box, cylindrical, containing Portal's appointment as Deputy Lieutenant of Co. of Sussex, parchment.

1 Box, cylindrical, containing Portal's honorary degrees from Universities of Manchester & Bristol, parchment.

1 Box, cylindrical containing decorations awarded to Portal by:

Republic of Czechoslovakia 1942
Kingdom of Norway 1942
Republic of Czechoslovakia 1945
Republic of Poland 1941

1 Envelope containing documents relating to the Samurai Sword (1595) presented to Portal by Lord Mountbatten and Ceremonial Sword presented by the Corporation of London to Portal in 1946

1 Envelope containing parchment award of United States Distinguished Service Medal to Portal 13 Nov 1945 & citation signed by Harry Truman.

1 Envelope containing documents relating to the award to Portal of the Grand Cross of the Order of the Crown with Palm & Croix de Guerre 1940 by the Kingdom of Belgium.
1 Envelope containing documents relating to the awards to Portal of the Knight Commander of the Bath (KCB) 1940 and Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath (GCB) 1942 and Order of Merit 1946.
Orders of the Garter & Bath

Printed booklets x 45: **GARTER**


MS notes by Portal in the 1946 document.

**Duplicates:** **GARTER**

Printed booklets x 37, tied in pink string.

As above, dating from 1948-1970.

---

**Order of the Bath**

Printed booklet: *Statutes of The Most Honourable Order of the Bath 1925*


Box 1  Bound notebooks from various dates  
( Winchester to WW2)

1. **RAF Officer's Clothing Card**  (Stamped)  19 May 1938
2. **Pilot's Flying Log Book**  April 1930 - August 1935
3. **Biology notebook**  [Winchester]  NA
   - with drawings.
4. **Diary for 1911**
   - daily entries; sporting & other activities.
   - Results of chemistry experiments.
6. "Eddington Hawking Club"
    - Members: Rules
    - Entries for 1910; 1920; Season 1920-21
    - "This was much the best season I have ever had."  1921 (mostly). Game Hawking.
    - Lark Hawking: At end of book various notes
      - Michaeling's Jan essay on Partridge Hawking.
7. **Envelope** (franked 1947) addressed to
   - B M Portal Esq
   - South Farm
   - 29 South Street
   - South Petherton
   - Somerset TA 13 5AE
8. **Diary for 1912**
    - daily entries; sporting & other activities.
9. **Winchester notebook**
   - Front: Tacitus' *Agricola*, *Germania*,
     - Plato's *Apology*, *Socrates*,
     - Cicero's Logic.
Back: Logic (continued); Plato's Meno.

10  Pilot's Flying Log Book  Jan 1916 - Dec 1918

11 Winchester Notebook: History
   Front: War of the Spanish Succession; Ireland
   "Practically all European countries have
   "An Ireland" ie a Horn vi the Flesh";
   Modern History; Carolingian Empire
   Back: Essay on Falconry.

12 Winchester Notebook: Divinity
   Front: Divinity
   Back: Aegean civilisation; Greek history;
   Greek sculpture.

13 Winchester Notebook: Chemistry
   Front: Chemistry
   Back: Electricity.